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There once was a man from the Pitt
Who wrote poems under his lover’s tit
His rhymes would all buckle
His lover would chuckle
Saying “you never could rhyme for shit”

Untitled, by Anonymous 



 Since spring is a time for new beginnings, we 
encourage our readers to try something new: 
approach this edition of Energeia as if it were 
a seminar reading. Part of our job as editors is 
to publish the art we receive from the polity 
in a way that is engaging and cohesive. Look 
deeply at the art and how it all works together 
as a unified publication. We hope that in doing 
so you will come to understand something new 
about the common connection that we, here, at 
St. John’s share through the arts. 
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In the beginning, there were beings. Beings with an exceptional faculty; the ability to measure. The 
beings measured with their hands, and these hands measured with webbing connecting their parts. 
With these webbed appendages, and minds that worked in harmony with their hands, the beings 

measure was their nature. Their hands were measuring cups, and with these cups so integral to their 
identity, they measured to understand their environment and to understand themselves. Now as the 

beings grew and matured through the generations, they reoriented their nature. The beings soon 
valued a different sort of measurement, one impaired by the connection of their fingers. They sought 
both to leave their measured paths and the choice to sieve through what would be measured. With 
the being’s hands unrestricted, the beings began to build, create, and discern without their natural 

measurements, and instead distanced their knowledge from the source to calculate and rely on their 
surroundings. The beings, after generations of measurement-desire-departure, began to once again 
desire what had been taken away from their nature. They yearned to fulfill this great desire, to be 

connected where they once were. And like young saplings learning the consequences of sprouting out 
of the ground, their hands and limbs began to feel the air around them in the nakedness of uncloaked 

branches. Reaching out, sprawling in the air, grasping at necessities for growth, light and water. 
The Beings stretched their un-webbed hands and feet, measuring the length of their surroundings 
with straightened fingers, measuring the warmth of their loved with a cupped hand, measuring the 
knowledge grasped by inscribing thoughts and ideas communicating by the moving of independent 
fingers. The movement yearns for unity, for the webbing the beings once had. Moving side-to-side, 
almost hoping motion will be the successor to the natural stillness of flesh already there. They strive 

for something lost, for the knowledge held by a sieve is incomparable to the knowledge held by a cup. 
The straining and disunity of the former cups enable deception and discord. For the tree grows its 

leaves to connect sunlight and water through itself, producing the being and the fruit of the tree. One 
outstretched stem is no tree; neither are the twigs and branches that fall unneeded to the ground. The 
webbing of leaves necessitates almost constant connection, as even trees that wither their leaves away 
in winter recognize in their state of being that they must return, and so their webbing returns. So like 
the trees, the beings yearn to return to what they once knew and held knowledge in. The beings strive 
for the measure of the innate, to once have connection to the measurement. The beings long to hold 
and to have the measured once more with the measurer. The part is held without the whole, and the 

whole falls through the part. The beings, as they once were, measured and discerned and held the part 
within the whole. But the scales themselves morphed, and so, humanity formed on an unbalanced 

scale, broken and desirous of to once again hold.

Audrey Bryant | 1



Dilectic Motion

Cole Caudle  2 | 



| 3 Samuel Berrettini

all things turning as one

-first
the garish sunlight splatters
 on the wall
broken and fragmented
 by ugly blinds
the last jumbled utterances
 of what once ruled
the heavens have traveled 
 through infinity
the cacophonic news for my
 unenlightened eyes

-Last

The Radiance gone with
 Solitary witness,
Wistful knowing nothing–
 The Cosmos sings,
But I hear weeping
In the Eternal Joy,
 The Sound of All:
‘We once could stretch
Our hands toward stars
Which were not ours to touch.’

2 | 



Bible Belt Bruises

Righteously wrong women rip
Their wrists on dirty holy
Handkerchiefs,

Their daughters, poppy girls with
Ponytails, are pulled and punished
By the neck,

Blinded with blurry bloody blots
With black and blue piss, I cry
Out Amen.

Blue Green Yellow Dress

Mother Blue blazed the moon
then wrapped it up in
fleece. Covering me in her hands,
large, puddy palms, Mother Blue fed
me arugula, mint. Praised life
before her wrist rang out urea,
rags of clouds carrying Mother Blue's
piss. Yellow
dripping

down calm cottonmouths
as Mother Blue tyes thyme in and out of time
with basil leaves and my bleeding liver
(blaming lovers for believing in love but
leaving when blood levels out), into a crown
of pomegranate shells I place
on my head. I drink
from her golden blessing in bliss.

Kristina Dover4 | 



Anna Seban 4 | | 5



| 76 | Anonymous



Zihan Mei

THE SWAN

Deep in the mist, the swan
appears again. I know, those feathers
through the distant winter nights quivering, still
blame me, as the eyes once
the darkness humbled, as the nape
(it is a water without ending, it is snow swirling, it is ice)
once made a colt drop his head, hesitantly 
into a bog sink, eventually realize
the snare premeditated.

| 7

 

天鹅

薄雾里，有只天鹅时常出没
我知道，发颤的羽毛
从那些遥远的冬夜，还在向我
发出责备，就像有一双眼睛
曾经让黑暗羞愧，就像那脖子：
是流水、是大雪、是冰…
曾经让一匹小马
忽然垂下头，迟疑地
陷入沼泽，最终认出了这场预谋

6 | 



Untitled

Will van Engen8 | 



8 | 

On the tipping orange Night he’d
already well rehearsed Spit a grime on 
overtime (click-clack-uh-yeah man’s got 
eject-ed) Milwaukee hand proud 
lunaticked (the moon is big as shit) On 
that dock-angle this was right Missed 
lock-pop so my dance slid worst 
Wished his chance at empty mind (You 
seem Hellboy? That’s all true) If eyes 
not drunk then sad and tired He’d viced 
seen those scaly goobers Real demons 
not slick similes night we passed 
windows he smashed Enemies whose 
warpaint faces guaranteed he won’t be 
laid Round the table each man liked me 
so each woman saw his seeth tooth I 
asked if his rasp ever could pass 
Because his life seemed scary (Used to 
drink...hang...with she was 40) Now 
How would he not be a lifer My best 
new Buddy starred and ill Now he’s at 
Buddy’s bar and grill Tell me if you saw 
him 

Reuben Morris | 9

Untitled



If They Remain Silent..

 Museum: a temple of the arts packed with the warm, sticky tourists that dash in and out from the too-hot 
streets. Through the tall windows, the blinding light from outside reflects off of polished marble limbs and angel wings.
 Beauty, guarded by guns and crystal glass because of the hunger in every face. Slavering and lusting, the crowds 
come in and, panting, look at pictures of water, at statues of Love. Longing, longing for absolution, for the knowledge 
that there, on those pedestals, stand the true human race.
 They come to worship with vacant eyes, unseeing, afraid to see, because if they did they would know that it was 
all too bright. The lofty thoughts that man imagines themselves condemn him as dust.
 They are silent, their mouths hanging open. The only noise is the rustle of clothing and bodies as they roam in 
herds, gently nudging in closer to drink more deeply at the sights. Their hot stink spreads through the air as their living 
breath brushes silently against the masterpieces. Their tiny hearts pound with false illumination and misunderstanding.
 A huddle of them surrounds a bronze man caught in the act of dying. They gnaw at him with their eyes.
 Despairingly, his face reaches upward to the white light filling the room.
 An enormous shadow blocks the blinding rays, as if some great Being has stooped low to look in at the 
windows, eclipsing the sun. In the darkness, a sound like cannon-fire cracks.
 The dying man lives and begins to move.
 Splitting and breaking with every effort, now all of the statues are writhing and leaping from their pedestals. 
They wrest their sculpted lips apart and begin loudly to sing, their stony voices low and rumbling, like an oncoming 
avalanche. The sound fills every crevice of space, thrusting away the thick and silent stench of the crowd.
 The pillars of the hall tremble at it.
 With lurching, crumbling steps they knock paintings from the walls and tear at the tapestries. All the while, 
every colorful scene they destroy begins to add its voice to the cacophony. Portraits and idyllic scenes sing their colors 
loudly, egging on the statues that continue to desecrate their canvasses. Many harmonies mix into one strain.
 The crowds, with horror at seeing their fixations move, run madly in every direction. The guns from terrified 
security guards fire into the air and shatter the crystal cases, behind which hordes of tiny figurines are dancing wildly to 
the song.
 Chaos, chaos, and utter harmony reigns.
 They struggle to get out of the revolving doors, which spin like tops because so many people are pushing in at 
once. No one gets out. Like so many hamsters crammed into one wheel, they keep turning in crazy circles to get away, 
get away.
 Someone falls inward and vomits on the marble floor.
 The statues continue to break into pieces, singing as they go. The pillars are crumbling,
the temple falling, the idols themselves destroying it.

Amy Porter 10 | | 11



Untitled

10 | | 11Grace PhanJones 



Story in which everything is read through a shitty night vision filter

12 | Jean Hogan

I
I am trying to write a ghost story
Rather: I am trying to write the ghost of a story
Rather: I am scrambling through secret passages the hallways behind the hallways
trying to convince you that I am a ghost

close up on my eyes prying from the painting
 zoom on the painthing prying from behind my eyes

It too knows what bookshelves will slide open for it  what lamps it can knock over
       {cut to commercial}
Note to Editing: Post ad break montage [a hollow doll, a discarded bottle, an exterior
shot of the tinder-wood house, further cliches, the growing realization that the only full
thing tonight is the moon, etc]

II
It’s 2019 anyone can be a ghostbuster
or at least anyone can try
and oh, how they line up to try
Crossing our streams  lighting each other up into new dimensions
the only place you can find a tear in space time muscle tissue

   and then i am taking breaths
so numerous and so shallow i think that one of these days
there just might not be enough air in this town to fill me up

Sarah thinks that being a ghostbuster is her favorite tv show job bc it is so rare to find
people who put that much work into listening  Being a ghost myself
I can neither confirm nor deny this



12 |  Falon Findley | 13

III
& now the theories
 
One thinks I’m just like that
Five mention spirits; three even mean by this – ghosts
One, and he doesn’t know how right he is, thinks something snuck out of someone else’s
mouth mid-scream and got stuck in mine
Notice how all these theories tend toward the corporeal, they would never admit it but
everyone surveyed has a stake in my remaining something they can touch hold
IV
Anne Carson says if prose is a house, poetry is a man on fire running through it

Probably she means to express urgency, consumption, the way it licks at certain prosaic
structures, etc
(We should pause to acknowledge that not all poems have houses)
Babe I have seen too many men walk out
not knowing they’re on fire
and light up so many beautiful things

Remember, I only ever called this a story
In this piece you and I lock the man inside the house



Library of Celsus Ephesus, Turkey  

"Then I looked on all the works that my hands had made, and on the labor that I had expended on it: and, 
behold, all was vanity"- Ecclesiasties 3:11

Elizabeth Janthey 14 | 



| 1514 | 

Flatlands Are Gold (Bonus Track) 

Bowman

Look at your heart.
Watch it unravel the image of her, in front of your chest.
In it you know and
Out of it you will grow to know.

In your room that is under the sea now,
Imagine the salt enter your skin.
You sink and all around, the beating of the water
Surrounds you.
Spinning forward becoming total life.
Becoming the only life.
Grief of the living unloved is chain upon chain upon chain.
Grief of the living loved is Unknown freedom.

When she reaches her flatlands, answer to me why that is.



You hear footsteps in the hall approaching your room. They never change position, always right outside your door.
There are old lighters on the quad - all of them white. You daren’t pick them up.
You dream of ghosts and drowning in college creek. You mention this to your friends. They only stare at you. You don’t 
go near the docks, just in case.
People disappear for half an hour during class and return glassy-eyed. You wonder where they go.
You zone out during seminar. You tune back in. You’re talking about Odysseus. You are always talking about Odysseus.
You complain of writer’s block. You overcome the writer’s block. You drown in words.
You write a three-page paper. You double space it. You have written a three and a half page paper.
The rune exists on the underside of the circular stone.
You drink with friends and call it a symposium. You all have a problem with alcohol.
You tell yourself you’ll do better this week. You skip class Monday morning.
People keep withdrawing. What strength do they have that you don’t? What do they see on the other side?
“Any couple that gets together before Thanksgiving doesn’t make it long,” they say, threateningly.
You draw a line. You erase it. You draw a line. You erase it. You draw a line.
Hearing the voices in the stairwell, you peek in. Three hunched figures stand in the dark. One peers at you curiously. 
There is no sound. You return to the warm light of the hallway.
There was a person-sized bloodstain on the ground. They redid the carpet.
Buckets sit on the steps in case the rain comes. The rain always comes.
You don’t remember the last time you cried. You touch your cheeks. They are wet. Was it the rain?
You sleep eight hours a night. You take a nap in the afternoon. You are exhausted.
You unlock the door and turn on the light, calling out a polite hello to whatever shifts in the back corner of the room. 
You always make sure to say goodbye, too, so that it knows not to follow you home.
You are alone in a building. You hear someone sniffing. You always hear someone sniffing.
You look down and see blood on your paper. How does that keep happening?
The bells ring on the 15, the 30, the 45, and the hour. Ther ring 10 minutes before class, when it starts, and when it ends. 
There are always bells ringing. You are unable to ignore the passage of time. The bell tolls.
Someone takes your hand. You realize this is the first time someone has touched you in
months. You begin to cry.
You trip on a brick. You trip on a brick. You trip on a brick. You trip on a brick. You trip on a brick. You trip on a brick. 
You trip on a brick. You trip on a brick. You trip on a brick. You trip on a brick. You trip on a brick. You trip on a brick. 
You trip on

St. John's Gothic 

Anonymous 16 | 



You compliment someone. ‘Thanks, it's not mine!’ Nobody seems to own anything around here.
You write only with found writing utensils. You don’t worry when you lose one because you know another will be com-
ing your way soon.
There’s hardwood flooring under this thick blue carpet and decades-old linoleum. You start to claw at the floor with 
your fingernails. Your RA approaches. “Are you alright, my dude?”
The lights flicker in the wind. An eclipse occurs overhead. You are huddled with your classmates under borrowed blan-
kets in ten-degree weather. You can’t feel your ankles or your nose so you tilt your head back further to see the red glow 
of all of the sunsets on Earth on the surface of the moon. At least it isn’t pain.
This Monday night seminar has gone on for hours. You put your chin in your hand and blink.
You are sitting in Lecture.
You raise one eyebrow. You raise the other. Your eyebrows have escaped into your hairline.
How did you do that?
You google “how to gently bring up occult ritual to your friend group”. You sigh. They don’t even believe in ghosts.
“Have you heard of Genji?” You smile and nod. All you do is nod and smile. You don’t know anything or anyone but 
Odysseus.
The quietest person in seminar speaks. Everyone collectively shifts in their chairs, drowning out all other sound. Every-
one moves on.
‘Be careful. He has a Title IX.’
The food is rotting. Go get it.
It is April. You ask for someone’s last name.
You miss home. You think of the last time you visited. 
You miss who you once were.
“Why?” you ask; a child again.
Seminar is over. One of them has still not yet returned. 
You know not to think about it too much or else you will 
be the next empty seat.
They say that The Program makes you a better conversa-
tionalist. You stutter and blush. The
Program has failed you. Or have you failed The Program?

Luke Cartrite16 | | 17



18 | 
springtime hustle
Gabriela Sanchez 

walnut ink on paper



| 1918 | 

Obituary For a Tutor

He spent his whole life reading books,
the kind containing truths ne’er done,
and teaching students how to look
for questions. Side-by-side they run.
He showed us life goes good that way.
But late he lost internal text,
not even his Spinoza stayed
to introduce him to what’s next
of things provided reason for.
He kept up outwardly himself,
still copied pages, followed score
of conversation, losing health,
but not his affability.
Too awful fitting, lacking hard
the answers, soft in brain to be.
So ended mind before the heart.
Sure death’s not proud of his conquest--
the city was abandoned first
and slowly left to burn, detest
of body hitched no more to nurse.

I lost my way to funeral site.
I heard it lasted long past noon,
as rabbi talked about his light
of learning . . . hope . . . th’all-keeping tune.
I wonder if we get it back,
not what death takes, but life can’t keep.
I wonder if death sides with Jack
and Jill crowned, ‘gainst the crack runs deep.
I wonder if Montaigne is right:
that we do what he did to move,
to exercise our mental sight,
that getting lost is to improve
the short way, bare, and late to class.
I should have writ his last address,
like answers finely versed, to pass
the time that’s left me with the best.

Louis Petrich



Lines

Coarse palms infused with lines
All of them crossing each other’s paths,
We were told those lines can speak
And if this is true
Those coarse palms tell a story
Of hills climbed and long summer days
In the field.

My father’s palms are softer
They tell different stories
Of rough days in the field
Holding metallic objects.
Those Palms are recognizable to me.
Yet he says,

They are not the same palms he used to have
They have morphed into something else
So now the lines do not tell the stories of 
clutching the dirt
Instead they tell stories of caressing the soil.
Winter has left my palms rougher than they 
were,

I cannot feel certain textures
But they still tell their own stories
Neither of clutching nor caressing the soil
But of faraway lands.

20 | Ayushma Thapa



20 | | 21 Adam Hurwitz 
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24 | Julia Cooper



24 | | 25Grace Villmow



UntitledOde to Strange and Delicate Men

This is an ode to strange and delicate men,
men sincerely deeming sights and moments
lovely; with cambering brows, with relish
gleaming from between their lashes.

Readily bewildered, the delicate man
treats truth like charity; he seeks what
lurks behind predictions but puts no
stock in prophecy. His charitable truth
eludes,

ducks behind widthy oaks and willows,
clasps palm over chuckle-packed
mouth; she hides because the seeker
hunts, but for him, she’s no peddler of
delusions.

This is an ode to strange and delicate men,
housing rampant hearts in unpuffed chests;
men for whom reverie inevitably comes,
whose time enraptured spent is time
embraced.

Freely enthralled, the strange man in love
beholds; he concludes his beauty’s intrigue
quite detectable by every rod and cone; he
detests the yellow tape of esoterica.

His beauty sings, and all ears
scramble for vicinity; his beauty
laughs, and mirth swarms under
every sternum.

And here he has no instinct to brandish
corks and trunks, his rampant heart
untempted by memento.

26 | R.M. Goad



26 | | 27Ives Williams



Golden Hour

Here our golden hours last only minutes,
and we all take the time to bathe in it.
The beauty before us, our eyes shut tight,
since senses are idle to see the light.
At the end the gold sinks into our skin,
a confusion of clarity sets in,

and fiction gives birth to our convictions.

28 |  Dohyun Song  Amalie Christensen



28 | | 29Nicholas Thorp



30 | 

Holy Iron

   Tianqi (Simon) Gao



30 | 

the times troubled we regress
to thinking here, lack of strife-
for here and then our moving life
can move, trouble back again
if peace be our trouble's end;
endevor us (or stay in being)
then to this the peace we're seeing
by peace's rest, the struggles stop,
so our thoughts fight not
to know strife, but know rest,
And by these know peace best."
I, my heart beated these
and churned mind churning pleas
to keep close calming words,
I listened and I gladly heard
what I and trouble said, hoping
now and then heart growing
for such a council in quiet.

  | 31Tatum

72

Having time in dark, quiet
places warm with peace,
having warmth in thoughts, pliant
minutes pass that gladly cease
strife and trouble, troubling on
I warm turn to me
lonesome guest in paradise
of trouble lacking me:
"Me, have we lacking trouble
stumbled blessedly
upon our rest, here to stay
us and happily?"
Here in me and all about
the gentle staying shade,
I trouble me with answer, not
to trouble but to rest, lay:
"I, happy we remain the
'lotted time we feel the same-
and troubles not the troubleless



Ancient Curse

The archeologist stood before the monument to Death. They had spent their entire life studying
the Plastic Age Collapse, which had become as mysterious as that of the bronze age.
               The ancients had abandoned writing by the time the plague came. They burned many of
their cities to ash, in riots. Pestilence and famine had left them deranged. They waged wars over
the remaining food. Although, many of the cities had maintained civility; now, they remained,
monuments to a former greatness, filled with bodily remains. The doctors of the Plastic Age
were ineffective. Lacking proper medicine, they poisoned their patients in the hope the sickness
would die before the patient.
              The Ancients abandoned their religious practices. Their churches and temples were
replaced with bunkers to hide from the Angel, who they believed could shed a single tear on a
city and turn it to dust.
              The archeologist had discovered the first temple of the Angel. On its walls was inscribed
a warning to all who entered, of a great illness. However, the archeologist knew better than to
lend the primitive Ancients credence. The substance they thought caused this illness must have
been nothing more than a trick to scare thieves. This substance they called plutonium.

32 |  Liam Marshall-Butler 



the

32 | | 33Zac Cohen

Pictured are roughly 10000 cancer cells, split evenly into two spheroids. A spheroid is a tightly compacted grouping of cells, 
formed in the case by spinning cells in a centrifuge. These spheroids were then injected into collagen, and allowed to invade 
their surroundings 3 dimensionally. This mimics a metastatic tumor spreading. The above picture was take 72 hours after the 
spheroids were introduced to the collagen. 

The image was captured with a laser scanning confocal microscope. The cells are labeled with fluorescent proteins that release 
light when struck by a laser. The released light is of a different wavelength, which allows the emitted light to be filtered from 
the original laser light. The color indicates where the cells are in the cell cycle. This specific protocol is called FUCCI. Green 
cells are S, G2, or M phase, while the red cells are in G1. For a brief period between G1 and S, cells will appear yellow. 

Lasers of differing wavelength are needed to excite each type of protein (2in this case). In addition, images are taken at any 
different heights, because of the incredibly short focus length of the lasers. In total, 15 different heights were imaged, each 10 
m above the last. Each height, or slice, must be imaged with both lasers, as well as ambient light (omitted), for a total of 45 
images over the course of 10 minutes, all to form the single image above, which is unusable for research because the spheroids 
were erroneously placed in the same dish, and have interacted. 



dead

Enkh-Od Batzorig34 | 



What will I do
when love has left me?
Will I remain the same
unchanged and bright?
Will I fall and shimmer
fractured and unpraying?

What will I do
when life has vanished?
when in my stomach a fire grows
And burns me whole from the inside out?
Will I cease to breathe
when the cold water drowns me?
Will I cease to touch
when my skin crumbles, ashen and grey?

Will you refuse to love me
when Babylon has visited my tongue?
Will you arrest your stare
when the moon is no longer behind my eyes?

I don’t believe the earth will stay the same
I have no faith in the current of the stars
The red will not bleed
when I cut the sky open
Isolation will not submerge
under the raging crest of the open ocean

And I do not believe that shadows will stay hidden
Or that scars will remain unopened
All must run wild
just as the eight year old in a dandelion field
lopes through the milky bleeding sea of flowers

dandelion

34 | | 35 Grace Calk 

dandelion



36 |  Ben Haas



When imagining the mind, I see thoughts that cascade like water does, one leading to the next, to 
the next, to the next, until they collide and form oceans from pools. And I suppose the mind func-
tions rather like all that water does, with its expansiveness and storms and waves. Both have cycles. 
Saltwater droplets rise as one, then fall as one, then combine as one, crashing deep into unspoken 
depths of the seafloor as naught but the gentlest of energy. We recede into our minds with a similar 
tentativeness, unearthing old memories again. At the surface, we remember—and it feels like the 
cresting of waves.
But I am getting ahead of myself. I am no oceanographer nor a psychologist; the motions of our 
earth and moon and seas are a mystery to me. But I have studied sediments and seen how they fall, 
read books on time and light and the dance of the heavens and the ground. Our minds are filled 
with energy, yes? Zaps! and collisions of information gathered from whatever we see or touch or 
hear. Those connections cross space and time like wormholes do, losing the "here and now" insisting 
on occupying some imagined "could they be––?" Energy is the force which makes shells and bones 
and rocks crumble into one: a sediment made of muck, that watery ooze which animals then eat, 
and die in, and live in, and mate in. Everything becomes something else, eventually, and everything 
becomes something new. Like the sea, this cycle lives within us. It is a life-bringing brew. And as we 
wonder about the universe, this too we seek to understand.

| 37Theo Martin 

Droplets



 Mark Wittmer38 | 

Being Beheld



| 39Karlena Haase38 | 



40 | 

40 | 

The flowers are the heralds of Spring,
Trumpeting daffodils and trilling tulips,
Push forth from the dark dirt and call out in color
to be ready— to prepare—
The trees are waking from their long sentential.
If you stand still on the stone, the wind will whisper weightless words
For you— only you—
and the birds— and the foxes— and the squirrels— and the beetles—
to hear.
The clouds rush back forth across the sky scrubbing the rusted iron blue of winter from
the stars.
The pale young sun casts commands upon each and every green blade, unsheathing
arms freshly sharpened.
Young blossoms look out shyly as buds line branches in neat rows,
anticipating the charge.
The rolling green hills of Summer will soon be conquered—
Hark, for the kingdom of God is among us!

Fool's Day 

Sera Johnson
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UntitledThe Beginning

Cars stand still on a bridge rushing by them.
At 5:15 footsteps were silenced by the wind and,
Disoriented by a cacophony of honks,
The river down below moved in the opposite direction
Away from the frost of the winter air vainly
Inflicting itself upon the skin of the water,
And holding frozen streams of thought, which
The sun meekly acknowledged.
But the frost slips away from its grasp
As the river slips too...
As Disquietude maps onto itself,
The wind changed course midway
And the sun disappeared behind the horizon.

A story yanked the one thinking
Back to a Night
When rivers, feet, cars and wind
Effaced the beginning into a series of accidents.

The sun rose around a different hemisphere,
Molding gold on concave waves
On days that burn brightly when the solstice
Swings by, and similarly, when the equinox
Follows closely behind.
And it always breaches through the mist that hides it.
Lingering on long,
The golden sands of this desert
Escape the time that attempts to confine it–
An eternal beauty which the Atlantic envies and admires
In its attempts to meet it,
While the sand seas undulate on the surface of the Namib.
A story yanked the one thinking
Back to a Day
When sun, oceans, seasons and deserts
Rescued the beginning from a series of accidents.
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